GROUP 1
HOW BEST CAN CSOs BE HARMONIZED TO EFFECTIVELY SERVE OUR COMMUNITIES

• Need to improve on our coordination mechanisms
• Need to improve on our collaborations, partnerships amongst ourselves
• Avoid duplication of services
• Need to write our reports well and present copies to concerned parties e.g. DHO
• The central coordinating body should monitor the activities of CSOs
• We need to adopt the three ones
• Need for quarterly meetings/district CSO forum meetings
• Work as a team as CSOs
• NGO forums should help especially in their periodic meetings
• Have one general monitoring tool
• Sharing reports and work plans with the relevant technical line departments at different levels.
• CSOs to work closely with government and the existing structures.
• Strengthen the NGO FORUM
• Harmonize our motivation approaches with the CMDs and other volunteers in communities
• Have memorandums of understanding with district bodies
HOW CAN OUR ORGANISATIONS ALIGN THEIR OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE M&E STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
• Re-design our objectives to be in line with the national strategic plan
• Incorporate the Indicators in the strategic plan
• MIS s
• Make known to the donors our national strategic plan
• CSOs to meet again after internalizing the M&E document to discuss further and make contributions
• Capacity building for CSOs in M&E at all levels
• In future CSOs should be involved in the formulation of the national strategic plan/ M&E tool.
3. WHICH INDICATORS ARE APROPRIATE FOR MEASURING OUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NATIONAL M&E FRAME WORK
• All as indicated in the National M&E are relevant